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A: It looks like they're talking about something called the Warmsun Broadcast Tone. The Wikipedia article has some description. It was (I believe) a noise used to stop important telephone calls to be recognized as such and not be charged to the wrong number. They sometimes had a good ring to them when played over telephone wires. I can't find any mention of any country or company producing such a tone though. Maybe it was just a standard telecom
thing, or maybe just something only the most technical operator would use. A: This is a Wikipedia entry on the Emergency Alert System, or EAS. These alert tones are used to alert Americans to be on the lookout for certain types of imminent danger in the event of a national emergency. Many localities use the EAS to warn of certain emergency situations, such as flooding, particularly in certain areas, although the location is highly variable. For example,
from the EAS site for the City of Chicago (Chicago, Illinois): The EAS broadcasts on three frequencies in the range of 1.8–2.6 kHz and is sometimes referred to as a "squawk box". This is not a VB application. Instead, this is a standard feature of telephony equipment that exists independent of any particular software. Q: Variable argument (positional based) pattern matching I have a class called Person which has methods like public String
add_a_month(Person p) { p.month += 1; } public String add_a_day(Person p) { p.day += 1; } ... I'm trying to write a method add_a_month_a_day, which takes two Person objects, and does the work of the two methods above (same variable names). I tried the following: public String add_a_month_a_day(Person p) { p.month += 1; p.day += 1; } But for example, adding two Persons doesn't work as expected, because Person p1 = new Person(); Person p2 =
new Person(); add_a_month_a_day(p1); add_a_month_a_day(p2); prints: p1.day = 1; p1.month
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